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Abstract	
	
This	 article	 details	 specific	 advantages	 of	 the	 open-source	 status,	 since	 1998,	 of	 the	 Explicit	
Planetary	Isentropic	Coordinate	(EPIC)	Atmospheric	Model,	in	response	to	a	call	for	white	papers	
by	the	National	Academies’	Committee	on	Best	Practices	of	a	Future	Open	Code	Policy	for	NASA	
Space	Science.	The	EPIC	model’s	number	of	peer-reviewed	papers	and	citations	have	more	than	
doubled	as	a	 result	of	 its	open-code	policy.	 Specific	examples	are	given	of	 independent	code	
development	enabled	by	this	policy.	The	author’s	stand,	based	on	two	decades	of	experience,	is	
that	 publically	 funded	 simulation	 software	 should	 be	 required	 to	 be	 open	 source	 and	 freely	
available.	 Self-adherence	 to	 this	 policy	 has	 significantly	 increased	 the	 EPIC	model’s	 scientific	
impact,	with	no	negative	side	effects	to	its	developers.	
	
	
1. Introduction	
	
This	article	is	written	in	support	of	open-code	policy	for	NASA-funded	source	code.	The	author	is	
the	lead	architect	and	General	Public	License	(GPL)	copyright	holder,	since	1998,	of	the	Explicit	
Planetary	Isentropic-Coordinate	(EPIC)	atmospheric	model.	EPIC	is	a	primitive-equation,	general	
circulation	model	(GCM)	designed	for	simulating	planetary	atmospheres.	The	model’s	concept	is	
first	introduced	by	Dowling	(1991),	the	acronym	“EPIC”	is	introduced	by	Dowling	(1993),	and	the	
model’s	first	scientific	application	is	a	prediction	of	the	effects	of	the	Comet	Shoemaker-Levy	9	
impacts	on	Jupiter	by	Harrington	et	al.	(1994;	featured	on	the	cover	of	Nature).	
	
The	 first	 complete	description	of	 the	EPIC	model	 is	 given	by	Dowling	et	 al.	 (1998),	 and	a	 full	
update	is	given	by	Dowling	et	al.	(2006).		The	EPIC	model’s	GPL	license	and	its	open	source	code,	
via	the	NASA	Planetary	Data	System	(PDS)	Atmospheres	Node,	are	both	explicitly	mentioned	in	
both	papers.	The	author	was	the	first	to	list	model	source	code	on	the	PDS	Atmospheres	node,	
in	 1998,	 and	 negotiated	 with	 the	 curators	 at	 that	 time	 to	 put	 the	 link	 under	 Data	 and	
Services/Software.		At	the	time	of	this	writing,	there	are	two	model	source	codes	so	linked	(the	
EPIC	model	and	a	collection	of	Collision	Induced	Absorption	models;	note	there	is	also	a	Mars	
GCM	link,	but	it	is	data	only).		There	are	also	now	two	additional	software	packages	linked	(OAL	
and	ISIS;	note	there	is	also	a	NASAView	link,	but	it	is	stale	at	the	time	of	this	writing).		
	
The	majority	of	the	EPIC	model’s	$2.3M	development	cost	has	come	from	NASA,	with	additional	
support	from	NSF	and	DOE.	Consistent	with	its	role	as	a	leader	in	open-code	practice,	the	EPIC	
model	project	has	its	own	Google	Scholars	page,	and	at	the	time	of	this	writing,	has	1694	citations	



(see	Fig.	1),	an	h-index	of	21,	and	an	i10-index	of	32.		Of	the	32	EPIC-model	papers	with	at	least	
10	citations,	53%	do	not	include	the	author	as	co-author,	corresponding	to	61%	of	its	citations.	
Thus,	by	these	metrics	the	model’s	scientific	contributions	have	been	more	than	doubled	by	its	
open-source	policy	and	its	free	availability	on	the	NASA	PDS	Atmospheres	Node.	
	

	
Figure	1.		EPIC	model	citations	per	year	(as	of	December	21,	2017),	from	the	model’s	Google	
Scholar	page.	Over	half	of	EPIC-model	papers	do	not	have	the	author	(and	GPL	copyright	
holder)	 as	 co-author,	 which	 implies	 the	 open-code	 policy	 has	 more	 than	 doubled	 the	
model’s	scientific	impact.	

	
	
2. Downstream	Code	Development	
	
To	illustrate	the	significant	leverage	that	springs	from	open-code	policy,	the	following	examples	
related	to	EPIC-model	code	are	included.		In	the	first	two	cases,	former	postdocs	of	the	author,	
Profs.	Kunio	Sayanagi	and	Raul	Morales-Juberias,	worked	with	their	PhD	students	to	add	new	
functionality	to	the	EPIC	model.		In	the	remaining	cases,	code	developers	solved	problems	in	a	
variety	of	models	using	pieces	of	the	C-language	version	of	the	open-source	DISORT	radiative	
transfer	code	(Stamnes	et	al.	1988),	which	was	translated	from	the	original	Fortran	77	by	the	
author	(Buras	et	al.	2011)	as	part	of	a	NASA-funded	project	to	add	realistic	gas-giant	radiative	
transfer	to	the	EPIC	model.		
	
First,	Brueshaber	and	Sayanagi	 (2016)	developed	a	gas-giant	polar-region	model	 for	EPIC	that	
does	 not	 have	 the	 longitude-latitude-grid	 pole	 problem,	 by	 starting	 with	 EPIC’s	 Cartesian-
coordinate	option	and	adding	a	gamma-plane	Coriolis	 force	and	appropriate	 lateral	boundary	
conditions.1		Second,	Cosentino	et	al.	(2017)	added	a	gravity-wave	drag	parameterization	to	the	
EPIC	model	to	simulate	Jupiter’s	Quasi-Quadrennial	Oscillation.		
	
The	author’s	translation	of	DISORT	into	C	runs	significantly	faster	than	the	Fortran	version	and	
does	not	 suffer	 from	numerical	 instabilities	 that	plague	 the	original	 code	 (Buras	 et	 al.	 2011).	
These	two	improvements	were	serendipitous,	but	now	benefit	all	users	of	DISORT;	they	were	
enabled	by	the	open-code	status	of	DISORT.		The	C	version	is	now	the	default	radiative-transfer	

																																																								
1	The	author	has	since	joined	this	project,	a	year	later.		



engine	for	the	popular	libRadtran	radiative-transfer	package	(Emde	et	al.	2016),	and	has	been	
cited	in	an	array	of	terrestrial	applications,	including	studies	of	cloud	cover,	cloud	microphysics,	
dust,	 ash,	 and	 other	 aerosols,	 chemical-gas	 spills,	 solar-power	 potential,	 spectrometer	
calibration,	land	use	including	Arctic	snow	properties,	and	UV	fluxes	(including	the	widely	used	
Morelli	et	al.	(2016)	HappySun	sun-burn-preventing	app).		The	C	version	has	also	been	cited	in	a	
wide	 range	 of	 planetary	 science	 and	 astronomical	 projects,	 including	 applications	 to	 the	
atmospheres	of	Venus,	Jupiter,	Titan,	Earth-sized	exoplanets,	super	Earths,	and	brown	dwarfs	(a	
full	listing	of	citations	is	available	on	the	EPIC-model	Google	Scholar	page).	
	
In	turn,	the	C	version	of	DISORT	has	enabled	development	on	new	platforms.	For	example,	a	team	
at	UC	Berkeley	wrote	a	Python	wrapper	for	the	C	version,	which	they	call	PyDISORT.	This	allows	
the	DISORT	functionality	to	be	used	directly	 in	the	popular	Python	environment.	They	applied	
this	to	an	analysis	of	methane	in	Titan’s	atmosphere	(Ádámkovics	et	al.	2016).			Another	example	
stems	from	the	fact	that	to	run	efficiently	on	GPUs	(graphical	processor	units),	code	cannot	call	
subroutine	libraries.	Efremenko	et	al.	(2014)	needed	to	calculate	eigenvalues	and	eigenvectors	
on	GPUs,	 and	 they	 solved	 the	 problem	by	 using	 the	 code	 c_asymmetric_matrix()	 from	 the	 C	
version	of	DISORT.		
	
3. Conclusions	
	
The	author	has	practiced	open-code	policy	with	the	EPIC	atmospheric	model	since	1998,	via	the	
GPL	license	and	NASA	PDS	Atmospheres	Node.		The	result	is	a	more	than	doubling	of	EPIC-model	
related	publications,	and	the	enabling	of	numerous	code	advances	that	would	not	have	occurred	
otherwise.			
	
The	author	has	never	been	“scooped”	by	this	open-code	policy;	in	practice,	there	are	simply	too	
many	potential	projects	available	and	too	few	modelers.	Even	if	the	number	of	applications	for	
the	EPIC	model	were	to	drop	by	an	order	of	magnitude,	it	would	still	be	distributed	in	the	same	
open	and	free	manner,	because	the	model’s	development	was	paid	for	by	federal	tax	dollars.	
	
It	is	the	author’s	opinion	that	source	code	developed	by	a	Principal	Investigator	(PI)	using	NASA	
funding,	and/or	other	public	 funding,	 should	be	 required	 to	be	open	source	and	made	 freely	
available,	under	terms	similar	to	open	data.	
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